Preview: Theriault’s Grand Marquis Auction Weekend, January 8th - 10th

The Quest of Two Collectors
When choosing her
doll house room,
Hanne Buktas
had a keen eye
for architectural
details, as
evidenced in this
superb example
that has original
papers and trim,
and outstanding
ornamentation.

The 3 ½”h. miniature globe
with ebonized wooden
base and bone or ivory
globe features such exotic
place names as Chinese
Empire, circa 1880.

The petite French all-bisque
mignonette has jointed elbows
and knees, being sold on Friday,
January 9.
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Among the miniature
dolls in the Hanne Buktas
collection, Echoes of
Remembered Rooms,
is this very ﬁne French
all-bisque mignonette in
original costume.

ere is how a collection can begin. An early-dawn
stroll through a neighborhood ﬂea market and
spotting one pure and shining treasure among the
dusty baubles and detritus of other people’s lives. It is
a little miniature chair, for example, and it reminds you
of Grandma’s chair when you sat at her feet and she
told you stories of long ago. You must have that chair.
And then the chair begins a quest for a miniature
version of the tiny foot stool you sat on. And then for a
miniature puppy like the one that never left your side
all those years ago. And then for the carpet, the tables,
the lamps, the people, and soon, the walls of a house
itself. It is then that you know you have begun another
collection. The journey to create a perfect world in
miniature is underway.
Or the journey can be the quest for a doll that
resembles one you saw so many years ago in a shop
window, or your grandmother’s attic, or even in your
grown-up world, in the cabinet of a friend already
devoted to the search for beautiful dolls.
Theriault’s January auction weekend in Newport
Beach, California on January 8-10, 2010 is the story of
the quest of two women to create their own perfect
world in miniature and in dolls. An ocean and half
a continent apart, neither knowing the other, each
has spent the past three decades dedicated to the
search for the ﬁnest, the most elusive, the choicest.
For one, Hanne Buktas, the search was for dollhouses,
furnishings, and miniature dolls. For the other, Vera
Bryant, the search was for dolls. They come together
at this three-day weekend event in a felicitous and
awesome way.
In pristine original condition, the French miniature salon
with silk upholstered furnishings and numerous accessories,
is just one of the 128 dollhouses and doll rooms being offered
in the Hanne Buktas collection.

– Their Perfect Doll World

Among the ﬁne doll rooms, notable for their luxury size, is this
example known as “Madrid at the Turn of the Century” including
a wedding party, the rooms enhanced with details such as a
leaded window, fancy chandeliers, and set-back garden room.

The Hanne Buktas Collection, titled “Echoes of
Remembered Rooms”, of dollhouse miniatures,
miniature dolls and dollhouses, was exhibited
on the upper ﬂoors of her stately Vienna, Austria
mansion, and many have considered this the
most comprehensive and exquisite collection ever
privately assembled. Comprised of the ﬁnest in
European 18th and 19th century miniature furniture
and accessories, the collection is rich, as well, in
miniature dolls, mignonettes, room settings and
historic dollhouses. Examples from the Golden
Age abound, with names such as Rock &
Graner, Evans and Cartwright, Wagner & Sohne,
Erhard & Sohne, Babette Schweizer, Bing, and
Maerklin, as well as houses and rooms by Moritz
Gottschalk, Christian Hacker and others. There are,
too, wonderful kitchens, ﬁlled to over-ﬂowing with
wares, tools, early pottery and rare accessories,
with examples providing an outstanding historical
perspective of kitchens from the late 18th to
early 20th centuries. Shops, groceries, milliner’s,
breweries, and other unusual rooms are found, too,
although it is the superb homes and rooms, ranging
from quaint and cozy to palatial, that most cause
the imagination to soar.

The Marquis smokes, the Lady glides,
the weeping child bemoans her
tumbled doll, and the Vivandiere brings
sustenance to the troups, among others
in the ﬁne group of automata from
the Bryant collection being sold by
Theriault’s on January 9.
The auction, Echoes of
Remembered Rooms, includes
many wonderful chandeliers
and lighting pieces including
this rare example.
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The alcove of a grand-sized two-room setting
from the German ﬁrm of Johann August
Hermann is wonderfully detailed, just one of
the many unusual architectural details of the
rare room setting.

The auction, Echoes of Remembered Rooms, includes dozens of sets of antique
furnishings from notable German ﬁrms. This set, in high style Art Nouveau, of
exquisite fruitwoods, is one example.

The auction features a
number of early fullyfurnished kitchens
ranging from the late
18th century to this ﬁne
example of the late 19th
century furnished in an
unusual manner, known
as the “Red Kitchen”.
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The Hanne Buktas collection of
dollhouses includes a large number of
wonderful miniature bisque dolls, many
being sold with accompanying accessories
such as this little original all-bisque doll
and antique feather tree.

An unusually shaped window seat
is built into the garden room of a
grand-sized room setting.

Presented in the Echoes of
Remembered Rooms auction are
extremely rare accessories such
as the Erhard and Sohne ormolu
chandelier with bisque cherub
ornamentation.

Among the outstanding French bisque
poupees at the January auction are those
with rare body variations, several
examples shown here. For collectors
who prefer their poupees in elegant
costumes, it is good news that each
has a ﬁne antique costume, too.

Among the
rarest of
the Steiner
bebes are
this 25”
Series E,
and 19”
Series
G, to be
presented at
Theriault’s
Saturday
auction on
January 9,
2010.

To describe the houses as museum-quality is more than
just an accolade, too, as several examples in the collection
emanate from important European museums. And,
too, there are the people, hundreds and hundreds to
be exact, miniature antique dolls ranging from rare
examples of the mid-1800s, to wonderful occupational
ladies and men of the late 19th century in factory original
costumes, to superb all-bisque mignonettes suitably
sized for dollhouse display. The auction “Echoes of
Remembered Rooms” will take place on Friday, January 8
with preview at 12 noon, and auction beginning at 2 PM,
and again on Sunday, January 10, with preview at 9 AM
and auction at 11 AM. “This marks a signature departure
from our usual January auction weekend”, says Stuart
Holbrook, president of Theriault’s, “since we usually
open this weekend with a Friday evening auction. But the
scope of this collection requires that we begin the auction
early on Friday, and likely will be selling this exceptional
collection well into the evening. And, again, of course, all
day on Sunday.”
The Vera Bryant Collection of ﬁne antique dolls,
entitled “In a Perfect Harmony”, to be conducted on
Saturday, January 9, 2010 is a perfect complement to the
Hanne Buktas collection. Upon making an initial visit
to the home of Vera Bryant of Birmingham, Alabama,

Gorgeous bebes by Thuillier will take to the
runway at the January 8 auction, each distinctively
of the Thuillier family, yet each unique.
A mysterious and courtly gentleman of the
German school, his neatly-parted brown hair
an exact color match to his dapper moustache,
is wearing his original formal-wear costume.

The gentle
faces of
bebes by
Jules Steiner
continue
to charm
collectors,
here shown
in rare model
variations.
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A very rare German bisque
lady with combination
sculpted/wigged hair.
That combined with her
rare glass eyes and it’s
understandable that she
would also be smiling.

The early bisque
man has a smiling
expression, and
well-detailed
mutton chops.
He is so rare!

The pair of Jumeau dolls as
they appeared on the cover of
Doll News in 1964.
The outstanding and all-original
French bisque bebes by Jumeau have
been together for nearly 125 years and
they are as pristine now as then. The
gentleman, model 203, from the Jumeau
character series has his original silk Bebe Jumeau banner, and
his lady friend is a perfect match. The dolls appeared on the
cover of Doll News in 1964, then in the collection of Mrs. Gordon
Bennett of Oakland, California, before joining the caring hands
of Vera Bryant. Now, appropriately, they will appear on the cover
of Theriault’s January auction, “In a Perfect Harmony” and will
be sold together, continuing their mutual history.

Wonderful 24” size of
Simon and Halbig’s 151
character model.
Many rare characters,
some in very desirable
larger sizes allowing
full sculpting detail
of their character
expressions, are offered
at the auction, including
the 20” model 1305 by
Simon and Halbig.
In addition to the
classic and beloved
Bru Jne bebe of the
Golden Age, shown
here, the auction
also offers other rare
models ranging from
Bebe Brevete to Bebe
Modele to circle/
dot Bebe, and even
the rare Asian and
mulatto bebes.
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Stuart Holbrook reported, “They are not only exquisite
and rare dolls, but they are chosen so carefully that each
blends perfectly with the other, one contrasting with a doll
nearby, another forming a delightful partnership. To put
it simply, they are in perfect harmony”. And so the title of
the auction was chosen.
For more than 3 decades this gracious Southern lady
has garnered an extraordinary collection, focusing on
elusive models and unusual faces. French dolls include
the mischievous Jumeau character 203 and his lovely
lady partner who nearly 50 years ago were featured on a
cover of Doll News; at that time, the 1890-era pair were
still wearing their superb silk festival costumes from the
workshops of Ernestine Jumeau – and today, they remain
the same, pristine and breath-taking, and will be sold
together, remaining united, and now featured on the cover
of the auction catalog.
But French dolls just begin with this pair. There are
other fabulous Jumeau bebes ranging from the very
early portrait girl in grand 25” size shown in the book,
Jumeau, to E.J. premiere, Triste and other
The Beautiful Jumeau
examples, mostly in original couturier costumes. Lovers
of the Bru bebe will have ten outstanding examples
from which to choose, including not only classic Bru Jne
models, but also the rare Asian and mulatto Bru bebes and
beautiful wooden-bodied Bebe Modele. Four exquisite
models of A.T. bebes are included, each different, and
there are also rare model Steiner and Schmitt bebes as
well as extremely rare early Huret bebe with painted
eyes, and a later-period rare glass-eyed Huret bebe.
Poupees, too, take the runway to showcase their
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